
Hello ,

July is here. That means we are just six months away from another

Christmas. Is that a good thing? Are you excited or are you distressed? If

you are excited, is it because you have managed to get key achievements

done already or are you distressed because you feel nothing you planned

at the beginning of this year has taken off? Whatever group you belong to,

just hold the thought for now, we will be right back to this subject.

 

June for us started on a sober note at LR when we deferred featuring our

LR planned guest, to enable us pay our own respect and tribute to the man

who told us "not to count the days, but to make the days count".   Every

mentor needs a mentor. Muhammad Ali, was a mentor of mentors. So,

being in the business of "borderless motivation", Team LR marked his exit

by reflecting on the life and times of the 'greatest' with the article titled

"Let us keep saying it, even before we know we are!"

 

Our events that inspire section have been abuzz! First it was as XN

Foundation celebrated the 10th anniversary of ICONS (International

Conference of Nigerian Students) in Leicester, United Kingdom. At De

Montfort University, delegates converged from various parts of the world

to mark this event, which we featured in the article "What makes a good

leader? #ICONS2016". Team LR, in our usual way of supporting those

who share our vision, had representatives on hand at the break out session

led by Dr. Emmanuel Adukwu and Dr. Amara Anyogu of the Aspiring

Professionals Hub (www.aspiringprofessionalshub.com). Dr. Emmanuel

http://lorettareveals.org/
http://www.aspiringprofessionalshub.com/


Adukwu was one of our pioneer inspirational guest feature on LR space:

http://lorettareveals.org/2015/12/25/begin-with-the-end-in-mind/ 

Amara made it clear that "for you to define someone as a good leader, it

depends on the assessment criteria you are using". Secondly, she explained

that a bad person could have good leadership abilities. You sure need to

see this enlightening article for yourself if you have not yet done so.

 

Another inspiring event from the month of June was "I AM POSSIBLE

2016 - The Extraordinary Lady Speaks Conference and STAR Award".

This is one event Team LR was keen about for three main reasons. The

first reason was that the objective of this annual event, which was not just

only to celebrate women from across the globe who are making a

difference in our world today, but also to have them share their stories of

how they became POSSIBLE to encourage us all to do more for our

community, resonates with our LR mission of "borderless motivation". The

second reason was that one of LR's very first feature Ava 'Eagle'

Brown(http://avaeaglebrown.com) was on hand to receive an award. 

Thirdly, our very own CEO of the LR Team, was herself nominated for and

received an award at this event.

One of the very many erudite speakers at the event left us these words of

wisdom. Sherry Ann Dixon told us how she is passionate about any person

who makes a difference because not many people seek to make a

difference. In her words, "I can and I will. Who says you can't? Somebody has

to do it, and I will".

 

In line with those words, reflect back to the thought we put on hold at the
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very beginning. There is no need to fret if you have yet to complete or even

start projects you planned for the year, because who says you can't? The

only one stopping you is you. Decide and believe you will get your

projects done. Reduce your distractions - yes your distractions (you are

also the one person that knows them). Next make a to-do list, in order of

priority. Then get to work at the itemized projects/items, one after the other

and before you know it, you will be done. You see, somebody has to do

these things you have planned to do, and you will. Who says you cant?

Definitely not us at the LR Team!

 

This July the 'borderless motivational space' is packed full! The guest

features lined up are simply amazing and their stories mind blowing. How

does one pick up the pieces after amnesia? Have you ever wondered how

people in places they do not fit into survive? Like a female auto mechanic

in a male auto mechanic dominated world? How old is your fitness

instructor? Well, guess how old the one making waves on this side of the

pond is: Thirty? Forty? Fifty? Sixty? If you want to know, then stick with us

on LR; besides, who says you can't stick with us?
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